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We present a tunnel spectroscopy study of single PbS Quantum Dots (QDs) as function of temper-
ature and gate voltage. Three distinct signatures of strong electron-phonon coupling are observed
in the Electron Tunneling Spectrum (ETS) of these QDs. In the shell-filling regime, the 8× de-
generacy of the electronic levels is lifted by the Coulomb interactions and allows the observation of
phonon sub-bands that result from the emission of optical phonons. At low bias, a gap is observed
in the ETS that cannot be closed with the gate voltage, which is a distinguishing feature of the
Franck-Condon (FC) blockade. From the data, a Huang-Rhys factor in the range S ∼ 1.7 − 2.5 is
obtained. Finally, in the shell tunneling regime, the optical phonons appear in the inelastic ETS
d2I/dV 2.

PACS numbers: 81.30.Bx, 71.30.+h, 73.21.-b,73.22.-f

Semiconducting nanocrystals are characterized by dis-
crete electronic levels with size-tunable energies[1], giving
these QDs unique optical and electronical properties[2–
4]. They are attractive materials for applications
in solution-processable devices such as Light Emitting
Diodes (LED)[5] or Field-Effect Transistors (FET) [3].

While optical absorption spectroscopy and fluorescence
spectroscopy are usually employed to characterize the
properties of isolated QDs, the ETS is a more relevant
characterization when the goal is to incorporate the QDs
into electron conducting devices such as FET or LED. In-
deed, the coupling of a QD to electrodes or neighboring
QDs, in presence of Coulomb and electron-phonon inter-
actions, strongly alters the electronic spectrum of the QD
and, consequently, the electronic transmission coefficient
of the QD.

In this work, we have studied the ETS of PbS QDs.
Lead chalcogenides feature a narrow band gap in the mid-
infrared and small electron and hole effective masses. As
a result, the QDs made of these materials are character-
ized by strong quantum confinement and a size-tunable
band gap on a wide energy range, which is of interest for
solar cells [6–9] and infra-red detectors[10].

We have found multiple signatures of strong electron-
phonon coupling in the ETS. The low energies optical
phonons appear in the inelastic ETS d2I/dV 2, phonon
sub-bands appear in the elastic ETS dI/dV and a FC
blockade induced by this strong electron-phonon coupling
is observed at low bias. This last observation implies that
using QDs with low electron-phonon coupling should help
improving electronic transport in QDs thin films.

.

The PbS QDs, shown on the TEM picture Fig. 1a,

are synthesized according to the procedure described in
Ref.[11] and summarized in the supplementary informa-
tion. After their synthesis, the organic ligands at the sur-
face of the QDs are replaced by short inorganic ligands,
S2−[10, 12], to reduce the thickness of the insulating tun-
nel barrier between the QD and the electrodes.
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FIG. 1. a) TEM image of PbS QDs. b) SEM image of ∼
10 nm spaced electrodes in which a QD has been deposited.
c) Schematic of the nanofabrication process. Nanoparticles
are projected onto the chip-circuit in high vacuum using a
fast pulsed valve. d) After each projection, the tunnel current
is measured. When it exceeds the threshold, the projection
stops.
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To measure the ETS as function of temperature
and carrier filling, we employed on-chip tunneling spec-
troscopy where the nanoparticle is trapped within a
nanogap, i.e. two electrodes separated by a distance
about 10 nm, deposited on a p-doped silicon sub-
strate used as a back-gate covered by a silicon oxide
layer 300 nm thick. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
(STM) has already been employed to study the ETS
of colloidal InAs QDs[13–15], strain-induced InAs[16],
colloidal InSb[17], PbSe[18], CdSe[19–21] and PbS[22]
QDs as well as electrochemically grown PbS and PbSe
QDs[23]; however, on-chip tunneling spectroscopy has
been only employed a few times[24–26] although this
method presents several advantages. The junctions are
highly stable at low temperature, which allows high res-
olution measurements of the elastic and inelastic ETS.
Furthermore, a back gate can be implemented, which al-
lows changing the carrier filling of the QD.

Progresses with on-chip tunneling spectroscopy have
been hampered by the difficulty in fabricating single
nanoparticle junctions. To that end, we developed a
new method where the nanoparticle is trapped within
the nanogap by directing a nanoparticle beam in vacuum
onto the chip circuit as described previously[26, 27]. The
chip contains 32 nanogaps and the electrodes are fabri-
cated by standard ebeam lithography, thermal evapora-
tion of gold and lift-off, shown on the SEM image, Fig. 1b.

To trap the QDs within the nanogap, the chip is main-
tained in high vacuum, 10−6 mbar, and the QDs are pro-
jected through a fast pulsed valve, Fig. 1c. After each
projection, where a small amount of QDs is deposited,
the tunnel current is measured to check for the pres-
ence of a QD. The projection is repeated hundred of
times until a QD is detected. This generates a projec-
tion curve, Fig. 1d, where the tunnel current is zero until
a QD gets trapped within the nanogap which leads to a
sharp increase of the tunnel current that stops the pro-
jection system. In past works by other groups[24, 25], the
nanoparticles were deposited within the nanogap in so-
lution where the tunnel current cannot be measured. As
the trapping is essentially a random process, this required
the fabrication of hundred of junctions. In comparison,
the projection technique described here has significant
advantages. First, because the sample is fabricated in
high vacuum, the tunnel current can be measured during
the projection of the nanoparticles. Second, the method
allows hundreds of trials i.e. projection-measure, in a
few hours, which increase significantly the probability of
fabricating single nanoparticle devices. 10 chips circuits
have been fabricated and measured from T = 300 K to
T = 4.2 K. The projection setup, as well as the cryofree
cryostat employed for measurements, are implemented
in a glove box under argon. Thus, after fabrication, the
sample can be kept free from oxidation. The current-
voltage I-V curves are measured with standard voltage
sources and current amplifier. A lock-in is used to add

an AC component to the DC voltage, the first harmonic
of the tunnel current provides the ETS dI/dV , the sec-
ond harmonic provides the inelastic ETS d2I/dV 2. The
data for three samples, A, B and C, are shown in this
letter.
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FIG. 2. dI/dV for sample A. The curve at T = 77 K shows
the main excited levels 1Sh, 1Ph and 1Se. The curve at T =
5 K shows that the degeneracy of the excited levels has been
lifted by the Coulomb interactions and give rises to Coulomb
peaks. The inset is a zoom on the Coulomb peaks showing
that their width, ∼ 20 meV, is larger than thermal smearing
∼ 0.45 meV.

Figure 2 shows the dI/dV curves measured on sample
A at two different temperatures. At the highest tem-
perature, T = 77 K, the curve shows conductance peaks
corresponding to the excited hole levels 1Sh, 1Ph and
electron level 1Se of the QD.

At the lower temperature, T = 5 K, the ETS is
modulated by sharp conductance peaks which are char-
acteristics Coulomb blockade peaks in the shell filling
regime[28]. In this regime, the tunneling rate Γin for
electrons entering the QD is larger than the tunneling
rate Γout for electrons escaping the QD. From the volt-
age separation between two peaks, we obtain the value
Ec ∼ 95 meV for the Coulomb energy.

This experimental value is consistent with the calcu-
lated Coulomb energy Ec = e2/Cself where Cself =
r/(1/κm + 0.79/κPbS) is the self-capacitance of the QD,
using for the diameter 2×r ∼ 8.5 nm, κm = 4πεmε0 with
εm = 1.8, which is the average dielectric coefficient of the
media surrounding the QD, and κPbS = 4πεPbSε0 where
εPbS = 170 is the static dielectric coefficient of PbS.

From these parameters, we also obtain the polarisation
energy[29–31], Σ ∼ 95 meV. As the excitation gap Eg0
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is related to the tunneling gap Eg through the relation
Eg = Eg0 + 2Σ, one find the experimental value Eg0 ∼
640 meV at T = 5 K. This value is consistent with the
excitation gap expected from k.p four bands envelope
function formalism[32].
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FIG. 3. dI/dV curves for sample A, plotted on panel (a) for
VGate = −27,−17,−7, 0, 7, 17, 27 V and shown on the color
plot (b) as function of drain and gate voltage. The red dashed
lines highlight the eight Coulomb peaks of the 1Sh excited
level. The yellow dashed line is used to calculate the back-
gate lever arm αC . Zoom on the dI/dV curves at low drain
bias, from VDrain = −0.15 V to VDrain = +0.15 V, plotted
on panel (c) for VGate = −17,−7, 0 V and shown on the color
plot (d). The white horizontal dashed lines highlight the gate
voltage where the number of electron in the QD is changed
by one. This zoom shows that the gap at low bias cannot be
lifted by the gate voltage. On panels a) and c), the curves
have been displaced for clarity.

Because PbS has the rock-salt crystal structure and,
as a result, has direct band gaps at four equivalent L
points in the Brillouin zone[32], the excited levels 1Se
and 1Sh are 8 times degenerated, after taking into ac-
count the spin degeneracy. In the shell-filling regime, this
implies that up to 8 peaks separated by the Coulomb
energy should be observed in the conductance curves.
Fig. 3a shows the dI/dV curves for sample A as function
of gate voltage, shown on the color plot Fig. 3b. At any
gate voltage, exactly 8 conductance peaks can be clearly
distinguished as function of drain voltage. This implies
that the injected electrons are indeed populating the 1Se
and 1Sh levels of the QD. The fact that excitations oc-
cur primarily in one direction is due to asymmetric tun-
nel barriers[33]. Fig. 3b shows that the Coulomb peaks
are shifted with the gate bias and eventually cross zero-
energy, where the number of electrons in the QD changes
by one, and leads to the apparition of Coulomb diamonds,
as shown on the zoom at low bias, Fig. 3d. Such behavior
was also observed for sample B, shown Fig. 4. For this
sample, the Coulomb energy Ec ∼ 50 meV and so the QD

diameter is 2× r ∼ 16 nm. Because of this larger diame-
ter, excitations levels are broad and not clearly apparent
for this sample. However, as seen below, this sample al-
lows observing clear phonon sub-bands.

Before turning to this, a few remarks are in order. The
calculated capacitance between a sphere of radius r and
a metallic plane at the gate distance d = 300 nm gives
Csp/e = 5.3 V−1 for sample A and Csp/e = 10.2 V−1

for sample B[31]. We find for the experimental values
C/e = 0.1 V−1 for sample A and C/e = 2.5 V−1 for
sample B. These values are smaller than the theoretical
value because of the screening effects due to the elec-
trodes, which depends on the exact position of the QD
with respect to the electrodes. One can see, for sample A,
that the back-gate lever arm is different for the Coulomb
and the excited levels (1Se,1Sh). While the lever arm
for the Coulomb peak is αC = δEc/δVGate ∼ 0.0085, the
excitation peaks are barely shifting with the gate. This
can be understood as a consequence of the good screen-
ing properties of PbS which has a large static dielectric
coefficient. This effect will be the subject of another pub-
lication and is not important for the present discussion
on the electron-phonon coupling. Finally, the observa-
tion of Coulomb diamonds is usually expected in metal-
lic nanoparticules or in semiconducting QDs where the
Fermi level has been driven in the conductance or valence
bands with the gate voltage. Even if the applied gate
voltage is not sufficient to push the excited levels across
zero bias, the broadening of excited levels is sufficient to
produce a residual density of states within the semicon-
ducting gap, allowing the QD to effectively behave as a
metallic nanoparticle. This is consistent with the recent
STM observation of midgap states in PbS QDs[22] and
transport measurements in PbS QDs thin films[34].

As we have seen, the degeneracy lifting effect of the
Coulomb energy is the main origin for the broad peak
observed Fig. 2. However, the inset of Fig. 2 shows that
a single Coulomb peak has a width ∼ 20 meV which is
still much broader than the thermal smearing at T =
5 K. Similar broadening were observed in STM spectra
on CdSe[21] and PbS[22].

A zoom at the Coulomb peaks measured on sample B,
Fig. 4, clearly shows that the Coulomb peak is consti-
tuted of sub-bands separated by an energy of ∼ 8 meV.
These peaks can also be observed for sample A, but with
lower resolution. These peaks are equally spaced and
strongly resemble the expected response when the elec-
tron level is coupled to phonon modes[2, 35, 36]. This
behavior has been observed previously in STM spec-
troscopy of CdSe QDs[21] in molecules[37–39] and nan-
otubes based QDs[40, 41].

The coupling of electronic levels with vibrational
modes can be described in terms of the FC model[2, 35,
36]. In the case of a single phonon mode h̄ω0, the FC
theory gives for the transition probability :
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FIG. 4. dI/dV curves for sample B, plotted on panel (a)
from VGate = 0 V to VGate = 1.2 V and shown on the color
plot (b) as function of drain and gate voltage. These panels
show that the gap at low bias cannot be lifted by the gate
bias. The zoom on the dI/dV curve at VGate = 0.4 V and
the zoom on the color plot show that a single Coulomb peak
is formed of phonon sub-bands separed by the phonon energy
h̄ω0 ∼ 8 meV. (c) Theoretical amplitude, Eq. 1, of the FC
peaks as function of the number of emitted phonons for two
values of the Huang-Rhys factor λ = 1 (dashed line) and
λ = 2.5 (continuous line). At large λ, the matrix element
goes to zero for small n, indicating the FC blockade.

X2
0n = | < 0|X|n > |2 =

e−λ
2

λ2n

n!
(1)

between a state with 0 phonons and a state with
n phonons where λ is the electron-phonon coupling
strength, also called the Huang-Rhys factor.

In bulk PbS, the energy of the zero-wave-vector (Γ-
point) transverse-optical phonon is 8.1 meV as observed
through far-infrared absorption[42] spectroscopy and Ra-
man spectroscopy[43, 44]. Furthermore, vibronic quan-
tum beats have also been observed in femtosecond optical
spectroscopy[44, 45] of PbS QDs.

Phonon modes can also be observed in the inelastic
ETS[46]. These low energy modes could be not be ob-
served in samples A and B because of the Coulomb gap
at low bias. However, one of the studied sample was in
the regime of shell-tunneling and, consequently, did not
present Coulomb blockade effects, Fig. 5a. The absence
of the sharp Coulomb blockade peaks does not allow the
observation of the phonon sub-bands, however, the ab-
sence of the gap at zero bias allows measurements of the
inelastic ETS d2I/dV 2, shown Fig. 5b. This last spec-
trum shows the first three optical phonon modes at the
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FIG. 5. (a) dI/dV curves for sample C showing the excited
hole levels, 1Sh, 1Ph, measured at T = 5 K. Note the ab-
sence of the Coulomb peaks in this shell-tunneling regime. (b)
Inelastic ETS d2I/dV 2 showing three lowest phonons mode
compared to the Raman spectrum extracted from Ref.[43].

position expected from Raman spectroscopy[43].

Returning to samples A and B, one observe, Fig. 3ab
and Fig. 4ab, respectively, that a gap remains at low
bias at any gate voltage. Given the signature of strong
electron-phonon coupling observed in these PbS QDs,
a FC blockade could be at the origin of this low bias
suppression of conductance[47, 48]. While the Coulomb
blockade can always be lifted at appropriate gate voltage
values, the FC blockade cannot be lifted by a gate bias,
which is a distinguishing feature of the FC blockade. This
FC blockade has also been observed in carbon nanotube
based QDs[40, 41]. The FC blockade originates from the
behavior of the FC matrix element X0n. When tunnel-
ing on the QD, the electron shifts the equilibrium coordi-
nate of the QD by an amount proportional to the Huang-
Rhys factor λ. As the overlap between states of different
phonons occupation is exponentially sensitive to this ge-
ometrical displacement, the ground-state to ground-state
transition is exponentially suppressed for strong electron-
phonon coupling.

For equilibrated phonons, this suppression dominates
until the bias voltage is high enough, eV ∼ λ2h̄ω0[47,
48], to escape from the blockade regime by transitions
from zero phonons to highly excited phonon states. From
the observed gap values for sample A (∼ 25 meV) and
sample B (∼ 50 meV), we find that the electron-phonon
coupling constant is in the range λ ∼ 1.7− 2.5, which is
very large, of the order of the Huang-Rhis factor obtained
from Raman scattering experiments[43]. While there is
no consensus on the effects of quantum confinement on
electron-phonon coupling, see. Ref. [49] for a review, it
has been suggested that a large electron-phonon coupling
in QDs could be the consequence of trapped charges at
the surface of QDs[43] or polaronic effects that would
arise as a consequence of the discrete electronic levels[50].
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